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A. INTRODUCTION.
According to the report of th« Land Utilisation Committee (18)
appointed by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1921 there are approximately
231,000,000 acres of humid grassland pasture in the United States* This
area has an average carrying capacity of about one animal unit per five
acres. (An animal unit may be defined as the equivalent of a mature
horee, cow er steer, five hogs, or seven sheep* ) In addition to the
above it is estimated that there are 587,000,000 acres of arid and ee»i-
arid pasture and range, practically all of which ie located in the fleet*
The productiveness of this area is low, however, about twenty- four acres
being required for one animal unit. Considering the potential acreage
of agricultural land in the United States as 1,734,000,000 acres (18),
it thus becomes apparent that nearly one half of that area is new de-
voted to pasturage*
Hand in hand with our rapid development in population has come
a rather constant expansion of our acreage in cultivated crops* In the
earlier decades this increase was at the expense ef our forest areas.
Recently, however, it has c©ii» from the pasture land* The rapid increase
in crop acreage during the world war was largely from tnie source. The
result is that our grating area is gradually being pushed back upon the
non-tillable land of low nroduetivenese* But here another competitor
appears
- forests* To quote from the report ef the Land Utilisation Com-
mittee (IB) - "at the present rate of per capita consumption and waste
and rate of growth in our growing forests 1,465,000,000 acres will be
required to meet the timber needs of a population of 150, 000, 000* This
is their population estimate for 1950* Such an acreage ie impossible.
of course. Du« to the conflicting interests of food and timber it i.
probable that a marked reduction win be made in our fore.t area along
with economies in consumption, The foreet service (19) propheeiee an
acreage of about 500.000.000 to maintain reasonable etandards of living
indefinitely.
Scientific foreetry will not alter the problem greatly, how-
•ver. Population will continue to increase. With this increase and
the subsequent demand for acre arable land, paeturee will be pushed
farther and farther back upon the rougher, more stony or infertile
soils which are unsuited for crop production. There they will eoae in
competition with forests which will lay a junt claim to the poorer areas.
Caught between two fires our pastures, and consequently our meat and
milk diet, must suffer unless we can find some way of increasing the
efficiency or carrying capacity of our grating lands.
The situation appears all the more aggravated when we consider
that not only ie our potential pasture area diminishing rapidly but also
the carrying capacity of each acre. K, £» Barnes (3), reporting for
southeastern Ohio, state* that einee 1870 there has been a deoreaee of
33 per cent in the number of liveetoek unite which land paetured contin-
uously for fifty to one hundred year* dan carry. This checks with re-
porte from other investigators.
3* THS PROBLSM EEFIMBD.
In Massachusetts, as in other glaciated states, there are
large areas of soil which would be classified as the stony loams and
fine sandy loans of the glacial till series - especially the Gloucester*
Due to a preponderance of stone or a rather undesirable topography, such
land cannot be profitably utilised for cultivated crops. On the other
hand, it does not seem economical to devote these areas to forestry
which could be well developed en the light* infertile, droughty, out*
wash plains er on the rough, atony land, both of which soils we have in
abundance* If we must have pastures, it seems logical that these stony
loams and fine sandy learns be reserved for that purpose, especially in
view of the fact that the texture of these soils fits then admirably
for pasture grasses*
It oust be borne in mind, however, that these soil types
are of such a nature that they can never be worked with ordinary
tillage tools* If they are to bs pasture, they oust be permanent
•pasture. They cannot be improved by cultivation* Unfortunately, such
areas show a marked tendency to run out to worthless weeds* A typical
field presents a plant community of hairy cap moss (Bolytrichum commune),
running cinquefoil (Potentilia canadensis), dewberry (Rubus villosus)
and often, in addition, a shrubby growth of hardback (Spiraea toctsntosa),
Where one acre of good white clover (Trifolium repens) and blue grass
(Poa pratensis) should pasture a sow throughout an average summer, euch
a field requires ten acres or more* The fare is very poor at that*
As a result, this logical problem arises. Is there corns
method of handling these non-arable areas so that they will maintain
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permanently a desirable plant cover? In other words, by & careful
study of plant succession in pastures, will it be possible to do*
termine the factors involved in changing a oover from worthless
weeds to one of bluegrase and white clover, or vice versa!
C. A REVIEW OF INVESTIGATIONAL WORK BEARING UPON THK PROBLEM.
The problem under consideration is obviously one of plant
succession on pasture land. Therefore, a review of literature should
oonslder the principles of succession together with a survey of ex*
peridental work en grating areas*
Succession in General.
Clemente (10), in a rather exhaustive treatise on the sub-
ject, states that since succession is a series of complex processes,
it follows that there ean be no single cause for a particular sere.
One cause initiates a succession by producing a bare area, another
selects the population, a third determines the sequence of stages,
and a fourth terminates the development. The initial causes of suc-
cession depend unon the reaction which eaeh stage exerts upon the
habitat.
By reaction is meant the effect which a plant or a community
exerts upon ite habitat. According to Clements, reactions may be
classified in two groups, - soil and air.
A. Soil reactione are produced
1. By a change in soil formation
2. By a change in soil structure,
either through the addition of humus or contacting of the
soil
3. By a change in water content
4. By a change in nutrients and solutes
5. By soil organisms
• 8 .
B* Air reactions are produced
I. By a change in light
2« % a change in humidity, temperature or wind
3. 3y a chango in local climate
4* By a change in aerial organises.
Clements (9), in hie work on plant indicators shows that
eaeh plant er community serves ae the immediate indicator of a factor
or group of factors* Thus there are indicator* of aeration, lira,
temperature, light, water, fire, grating, organism*, ©to.
Succession ia Pasture Cover.
The studies of Wiggans (39) on the various factors in*
fluencing the yield and duration of life of meadow and pasture plants
showed a transition of vegetation in a newly seeded pasture* The
grass mixture used wa* red clover, white clover, bluegraae, orchard
grass, redtop, timothy and aeadow fescue* There was a predominance
of red clover the first year* This disappeared the second year*
Following this there was a slow appearance of white clover* There
wae an irregularity ia it* production the following years* After the
second year the coarse grasses became dominant only to disappear slow*
ly in succeeding years* This was accompanied by the gradual appearanoe
of bluegrass. This succession resulted ultimately in a bluegraee
pasture containing some orchard grass and whits clover* In later years,
unless oatho els of maintaining good stands were used, there was a gradu-
al increase in weeds*
Dickey (16) reports that for every 1,000 pounds of seat and
every 10,000 pounds of milk produced en pasture there is removed with
it the equivalent of 100 pound* of 16% aoid phosphats. In addition,
large amounte of caleiuia, potassium and nitrogen are carried off.
Bluegraee and white clover may do well on rioh eoile even where there
ie a line requirement of 2,000 to 3,000 pounde of limestone per acre.
They will not thrive on eoile both poor and aoid, however. Lack of
lime is indicated by the appearance of taose, redtop, cinque foil and
sorrel. Use, especially in the caustic form, seems very detrimental
to the growth of moss* Heavy applications of burned lime to "moss
humps" may kill the moss and bring in good grass. Top dressings of
300 * 400 pounds of acid phosphate in connection with lime and seed
have brought in an almost solid stand of white clover in one year on
impoverished hillsides formerly covered with poverty graee and cinque-
foil.
Where mess, cinquefoil and ferns in a pasture indicate acid
conditions, Adams (2) recommends the use of 1500 pounds per acre of
bydrated lime or 3,000 of ground limestone. If conditions of the field
are such that the material must be applied ae a top dressing, at least
three year? will be required to get results.
Abbott (1) topdressed one pasture in a limestone region at
Great Harrington, Massachusetts, at the rate of 2,000 pounds per acre
of acid phosphate. A marked stimulation of white clover resulted.
See figures 1 and 2* the following season the cattle were fenced out
of this area* The growth was harvested June 16 and August 1. Follow-
ing are the results in pounds per acre of dry matter.
fam.W hP*n A I 'iotal Lbe.
Fertilized area 1,515 1,32B 2,843
Unfertilised area 436 356 794
- 10
UR&aJ* General view of pasture at Great
Barrington, Massachusetts, where Abbott obtained marked
results with top dressing of aeid phosphate. Note
typical Dover series topography and also limestone
boulders scattered about the field*
• 11 -
Figure B* Comparison of yield and cover on treated
and cheek plots of Great Barringtoa pasture* The area to
the loft received aoid phosphate as a top dressing at the
rate of about 2,000 pounds per acre* The area to the right
was untreated* Photograph takes about fourteen months after
application of aoid phosphate*
- 12 -
The percentage composition of the dry oattor showed an in-
crease of 8.83^ of protein and l.6&% of ash in the fertilised area.
There was a deereaee of ,52£ in fat, 9.66^ in extract and .24* in fiber.
White {38} has studied the growth and composition of clever
and eerrel es influenced by varied amounts of liiaeetone. In areas where
the acidity approached the equivalent of 3,500 • 3,800 pounds of calcium
carbonate per acre seven inches (Modified Veiteh Method) clever failed
and sorrel took ite piece, A eerlee cf pot cultures further establlshsd
this fact. Sorrel ie net a caleifuge, as was shown by thie greenhouse
work, but has the property ef adaptation under coil conditions unfavor-
able to the growth of meet field crops.
In studying the irregular growth o? clover on Mitchell Field A
White (37) found that it was associated with an unequal distribution
ef basic material in the coil. Furthermore, the limit of acidity for
clover seemed to vary with the fortuity of the soil, iligh clover
yielde were associated with high applications of liacetone. The high-
est nitrogen and phosphorus applications, on the ether hand, did not go
hand in hand with the highest yielde of clever*
Recommendations for improving West Virginia pastures (13)
point to the doubtful value of lime alone in bringing in clover. In
a few instances there are striking exceptions to thie rule. Used in
conjunction with acid phosphate, however, lime ie usually beneficial.
Work in Virginia (23) on the management and fertilisation ef
bluegrase pastures may be summed up An the following way. Alternate
gracing ie of doubtful value. Fertilisers containing phosphorus in
ready available form should give profitable returns when applied to run
down or heavily grazed bluegraos pastures. These results were obtained
- 13
•n a linostone soil.
The English work en pastures is particularly significant.
A ccording to tho Cockle Park "Quids to Experiments" for 1925 (12),
the great bulk of poor pastures on the heavy soils of Northumberland
can be most economically improved by the use of basis slag. On
light soils the sans fertilizer plus potash is the nest effective
treatment. Siren eight successive dressings of slag are quite effect-
ive. Finely ground mineral phosphates are comparable to the slag.
Slag has proved more effective than bone meal both on light and heavy
•oils.
On the Hanging Leaves Pasture of theee same Cockle Park
experiments, basic clag has proved the most effective treatment. The
soil is deficiest in nitrogen. This is abundantly collected by the
roots of the clovers which are stimulated by the slag. That probably
accounts for ths low returns from cotton cake and fish. One notice-
able result en this pasture has been the disappearance of rushes en
the undrained land where basic slag was applied.
Again, in the Rcthamstsd Station Report for 1923 - 1924 (26),
we read that basic slag produces excellent results on many pastures,
especially on boulder clay where there is much bent grass and little
wild white clover. Failure to act may be due to soil acidity or in-
sufficient potash.
Warren (33) has pointed out that where ths rslatisn of soil
organisms is acre or lees symbiotic, their general effect is first to
increase the dominance ef the host plant but finally to favor species
with higher nitrogen demands. Lsgumes are able to grow in the poorer
soils by virtue of their symbiotic partnership and consequent nitrogen
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production. Thue they make possible the greater
-evelopsaesTt of
gressss before whieh they disappear, cowetimce complotely.
Skiaaer and Moll (29), investigating pasture cover en a
Hagerstown loam derived iron the weathering of lisastoas, found at
the end of seven years that grass generally dominated clover in
plots receiving high ratios of nitrogen. Clover persisted in the
struggle for existence most easily in the plots fertilised with
mixtures of phosphorus and potassium with no or email amounts of
nitrogen, and decreased as the nitrogen content of the fertiliser
increased.
Barnes (3) accounts for the deterioration of pastures in
the following way. As a result of the loss of phosphorus and cal-
cium due ts grating, the pasture eventually reaches a point where
clovers can no loader survive in competition with acre hardy but
less desirable vegetation. Therefore, the nitrogen supply sf the
soil soon becooes toe lsw for hiuegress. The alternating sf blue-
grass and white clover in good pastures is probably duo to ths
accumulation of nitrogen by ths clover ibieh, in turn, stimulates
ths bluegrass until ths supply becomes depleted. Mo data are pre-
ssntsd to support this hypothesis, however.
On the Heberte Pasture at Cornell University (25), results
were obtained by scattering clover sssds in the early spring, grating
in tits spring only after good growth was made, liming the messy areas
and applying a dressing sf ground bone when ths pasture was new.
Sden (17) studied the edaphie factors accompanying the
succession after burning on ffarpenduifi Gossoon. The florietlc succession
Sf vegetation after periodical fires was Rarex acstosella (sorrel),
Holcus lanatus (velvet grass), and Agrestls, Of the factors influenced
- IS -
by burning, those of toil reaction end huroue content showed
gradation accompanying the progress of the euoeeeslon.
- 16 -
Conolucione from Literature Reviewed.
1* Succession ie a product of eeverel faetere rather than
one,
2. Continuance of euoeeseion depends upon the reaction
which each eere exerts upon the habitat* In the problem under con-
sideration, the reactions are probably a combination of some of the
following:
a* Change in soil structure.
b. Change in water content.
c. Change in nutrients and solutes.
d. Change in eeil organisms.
3. A plant or community should be the indicator of some
factor or group ef faetere.
4. There is a succession in pasture areas which, under con-
ditions of neglect, terminates in a cower of worthless weeds.
5. Mess and cinque foil in such areas should serve as im-
mediate indicators of a factor er group of factors.
6. Pasturing removes larger amounte ef phosphorus and
calcium than are returned in the process of grating. As a result,
conditions become unfavorable for the dominance of white clover and
bluegrace.
7. Phosphorus, preferably applied as basic slag or acid
pheephate, stimulates ths growth of white clever in many instances.
8. There ie evidently a pH limit above which white clover
will not thrive.
9. If conditions are made favorable for the growth of white
clover, the nitrogen accumulated by symbioeie will in time reeult in
the deminanee of a plant with a high nitrogen requirement.
• 17 -
10. Nitrogen stimulates bluegrass. Aa accumulation of
nitrogen probably aeaounts for the fact that bluegraee usually
follows white clover in succession in pastures. This statement is
taore or lees empirical, however*
11. Success with applications of potassium varies some*
what with the area under consideration. It is especially beneficial
en light soils.
12. Clever seed scattered over a pasture in spring nay
speed up the succession.
- 18 -
D. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS.
A review of the literature affords ample proof that it ie
possible to change the flora of any given pasture by treatment or ne-
glect. The investigations are disappointing* however, in that they
do not reoord the causes of change further than to say that such and
such a fertiliser was beneficial, or, more often, profitable under
the economic conditions of the time. In most eases the investigators
do not consider the pasture from the standpoint of the type of soil
or the desirable and undesirable types of growth found on it. Usually
the field is looked upon as a unit. Given any area, the method of
procedure seems to be to try out different fertilizers alone and in
combination, in hopes of finding some treatment that will be effect-
ive. This necessitates a new experiment on each pasture under con*
s iderat ion.
There is an ignorance of tho ecological factors, especially
those of the soil, which determine the dominance of one type of plant
over another In our pasture cover. The reactions which the desirable
and undesirable plant communities exert upon the habitat, together
with the soil requirements of each group, must be known. Until these
are explained it is doubtful if we can scientifically control er
even account for plant succession in grating lands.
One of the most undesirable, and at the same time abundant,
covers on our New England pastures is that of moss. The most de-
sirable growth, on ths other hand, is bluegrass and white clover. A
review of literature reveals only scattering information on the eco-
logical factors determining the growth and sucosssion of theee plants.
Irittaeking the problem, therefore, certain preliminary investigations
• 19 -
and observations were necessary in order to aid in formulating a
working hypothesis to account for the gradual dominance of one
type of growth over the other*
1. THE HOBART PASTURE.
Figure 3 is a photograph of a representative area in
a field hereafter known as the Hobart pasture in North Amherst.
The dominant vegetation is moss (Polytrichum eeamune). There are
also scattering plants of running cinque fail, sorrel* and redtop.
Figure 4, a photograph taken at the same time, shews the cover in
a small circular area within the above field* Estimated percentages
of the type* in this community were as fellows:
bluegraes 75$
redtep 10<-
wMte clever 1($
worthless weeds $%
The history of this field is interesting. The soil is a
stony, fine sandy loam of glacial till origin* The topography is
drumloid* About thirty years age the field was plowed for crops*
The area was so stony, however, that it wae aliowad to revert to
permanent pasture* SJventually, moss established itself as the
dominant growth* Approximately ten year* ago the owner hauled a
couple of dead cows to the area shown in figure 4. S eeveager* son.
sussed most of the flesh. The bones were covered with yellow deck
that was picked out of an adjoining mowing, and all was burned.
Today that bonfire area stands out as a perfect blusgrass and whits
clover sod closely graced by the cows, whereae the remainder of the
- 20 -
%ftffwf• 3« , Typical ooTor of the Hobart
pasture. Practically th« total growth is hairy
cap moss ( Palytrichina eotsmn*}* Only oeoaaioa*
ally tony plants of oorrel, running cinquofoil and
redtop ho soon*
- 81 -
figure 4« Typical cover ©f the bonfire urea
on the Hebart pasture. Estimated percentage ef the
types in thie community are bluegraee 75/£» redtop 10^,
•bite clover 10& and worthlees weeds &£,
field is still a worthless cover of mess*
la order to investigate the causes of this succession
which followed the burning en the Hobart pasture, a series of green-
house end field sxperimenta were planned* In the greenhouse, moss,
blusgrass, and white elovsr were used as plant indicators. In the
field the original sever of the pasture wae token.
a, GREENHOUSE INVESTIGATION ON HOBART PASTURE.
Procedure
Forty-nine one-gallon crocks were filled with surface soil
taken from the noas area of the Hobart pasture* Fragments of moss
roots about one inch long wore mixed with this soil. The crocks were
treated as in tables 1-4* After two weeks the soil in saeh was care-
fully worked over in order to separate out the moss roots* They now
carried sprouts about a half inch long* Those sprouted roote were
laid on the surface of each crook and covered with a thin layer of
soil* Blusgrass and white clever were then seeded in* After ger-
mination the stand was thinned to approximately an equal number of
each type of plant per crock*
Results of Preliminary Greenhouse Study*
Series A* Object - to study the influence of varying
amounts of lime en dominance ef moss, blusgrass and white clover*
See table 1* There was a good germination of all three in each crock*
In the untreated soil, however, the blusgrass and white clover soon
turned yellow and raads no further growth* Mees became dominant in
this crock from the start. Beginning with the low application of lime,
there was a gradual improvement in the white olever up to crock nineteen.
• 23 •
fron there en bluegrase gradually beeatae dominant. See figure*
3 end 6. frets nusber eeven en there were no indications of burn
or yellowing in either bluegraae or white elover.
Table I*
JSffeet of increasing anounts of lim en dominance of seas,
white clover and bluegrase* Dry weight taken aft-
er four months of growth.
;Pot :0a (0H)2 OffiS. j Ca (08)a lbe, : Air Dry Wt«
1 **!
* P«T F9t : *er aore ** <**»• P** ?>ot
» t •
j l j —a j •»»-» : .05
f 1 I I
:3s 1 i S66 I 1*1
: I : t
: 7 S 3 : 1938 S 2.75
I I : :
t 3 i 4 : 3664 : 3.4
J : : i
: 19 : 9 I 3994 : 2.83
It t }
: 33 : 14 : 9334 : 3.9
» 29 j 18 : 12634 : 2.8
: j ;
!<«i«{mi«immom«»•••••••••»»mj4M««m •<•!••••»•••••>•••••>
Dominant ;
type :
::
t
Hiii :
•••••a«»«*a«a»««a
I
moss :
•OIIOIXtHlll!
white clever :
white clover :
••••••••••••••*••
white clover
••and bluegrase.
bluegrase :
••••••••••••aaaa!
bluegraes :
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timre 5+ The gradual change in dominance
from U99a to whit* clover and finally bluegraeo
accompanying a gradual increase in application of
- 25 -
ftsum 6. Influence of various uasante
of lime on dondnance la a cover of raeea, white
clover and bluegraas, Thie is a closer view of
three of the pete ia figure 5*
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Series a. Object - to study the influence of varying
amounts of lime alono and combined with a basal ration of plant
food in the form of aeid phosphate and muriate of potash on
dominance of moss, blusgrass and whits clover. See Table II* Ths
aeid phosphate and muriate of potash were applied at the rate of
3 grams and .75 of a gram. Calculated on an aore basis, this was
8000 pounds and 333 pounds respectively*
The striking result of this eerie o was the marked in*
oreass in growth wherever the basal ration was applied in addition
to the lime. See figure 7. Hand in hand with this, there was a
slowing up of the dominance of the blusgrass over whits clover.
The crock that received the basal ration alono wao somewhat better
than the cheek. This seemed to agree with the work ef White (36),
who showed that the pli limits for clover varied with the fertility
ef the soil.
Table XI.
Effect of increasing tuaounts of line alone and with * basal
ration of phoephorue and potassium on dominance in
aoss, white clover and bluegraee.
: Pot iCa (0K)
2
gao;Ca (OH) lb«: #Ba»al :Air dry *t.: :
!
*** 1 per pot
1
per acre ; **U9* *** >*r pot|^«*»ww»i
x«, *...,.»«.;.».,,,,.... »...,., ij ».,,, .....5. • ;
: ! ! : : : I
1 »os : moee :
J«. «..«.»... s... ••«•,.«., 4. ,.,.,..» i. •*•»..«. .,4,,. ...»,,:
I
» i : : t white i
;
3 ' : s # : 3.06 : olovor :
»•••••••*»«•••••••••.•.*•«•»». »....4«».,
• l I ttt white :
J
7 ; 3 : 1999 : - j 2.75 ; olovor :
«..«.*•. •..•4... ..•,.,«.. 4. .«„*.». ...4. ,4, •«»•• .«.».4.«.......
4
II i ; : s white :
: 8 : 3 : 1998 i § % 8.5 : olovor :
••«»»«»««««»l»««»«.«..»..i»......,.«.»i»....,,.,,,4.«,.,,..SI : : : : bluegraee &
i 19 : 9 % S994 : - ; 2.85 :white olovor
• •••**«*«»««t*««9««*«>«*.*.«..«*.*<>M ..4*.».o.»...«4.,»,,*.,,».l,*...,,,.4
• • : : : ; white :
J
20 j 9 : 5994 : § i 12,5 s olovor :
• ••*•*••••«•••••* ••••••«*4». «.<><•.•.*•«;*•...•.... «j. ••*•,,,.•. 4. ,.«,.,.,
• * t : : 5 :
27 : 16 j 10,656 : : 8.8 ;bluegraee:
4««*«>a«<>«<*4»a.«*..«<> l>*«4**«**<. <•••>••*•• ••••«• 4*. *••••»•• •;•«..«.«•:11 $ ill!
: 28 : 16 : 10,656 : # s 10.15 s bluegraee
i
*«!*« ; ;
Figure
,
7. Comparison of cover in pote
receiving lime alone and that where a basal
ration of aoid phosphate and ourlate of potash
was used in addition to the line.
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Serlee C Object - to study the influence of varying
amount a of phosphorus alone and combined with a baeal ration of
lime and muriate of potash on the dominance of moss, white clover
and bluegraes. See Table HI, The line was applied ae the hydrate,
six grama per pot or 3,996 pounds per acre. The muriate of potash
was used at the rate of .75 of a graia per crook or 383 pounds per
acre.
Growth in this series after a month and a half showed
a development and dominance in pot 41 and its check 42 nearly com-
parable to that in 3? and 43 in which lime and potassium had been
applied in addition to phosphorus. See figure 8. Pots 38 and 39
were inferior* They had turned a pale* sickly yellow* What blue*
grass was present was browned at the tips* Beginning at this time,
however, pete 41 and 42 rapidly fell behind 3? and 43* The growth
assumed a yellow cost and pinched appearance*
During the first part of the experiment, everything
pointed to the fact that phosphoric acid in large applications would
not only cause a dominance in clever but alee produce a favorable
growth* This suggested a soil deficient in phosphoric acid* A
determination of total phosphoric acid gave a result of * 1 53;*, how*
ever* This is eloee to the average for Massachusetts soils*
The rapid deterioration of the clever in the acid phos-
phate pots during the later stages of the experiment indicated that
a phosphoric acid deficiency was not the limiting factor* It sug-
gested, rather, the development of a condition that was toxic to
the plants. Burgees and Peraber (8) found that heavy applications
of acid phosphate exerted a decidedly depressing initial effect
upon the solubility of aluminum* This was transitory, however*
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ff,iay p« OoBaariaen of «w«r in pots re-
aaiwing Mid phoophsto alona and thai where a basal
ration of lias and auriata of potash was used in
addition to tho lima,
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After about three months, resolution of aluminum itwmsnflod and
progressivaly increased*
Thus a temporary depression of soluble aluminum by the
large application of aeid phosphate in pots 41 and 42 might explain
the early development of the clover* See figure 9* Ae re-solution
began, the plants deteriorated* This hypothesis is further sup-
ported by the work of Ruprecht (27) who found that aluminum sulfate
whan present in culture eolutione in concentration greater than
40 F.P.K* ef aluminum see decidedly toxio to clover seedlings.
Series D„ Object • to study the influence of varying
amounts ef potassium alone and combined with a basal ration of lime
and phosphorus en dominance of moss, whits clover and bluegraas*
The lime wae applied as the hydrate, six grams per pot or 3,996
pounds per acre* Phosphorus wae supplied in acid phosphate ueed
at the rate of three grams per pot or 2,000 pounds per acre* Sea
Table IV.
The striking result of this series was ths lack of re-
sponse from the potassium, even in high applications. Only whsa it
was combined with the basal ration wae a favorable growth developed,
Sse figures 10 and 11*
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1
fflffiffft ,% Influence of increasing amount
8
of acid phosphate on a cover of moss, white clover
and bluegrass. At the time the photograph was
taken, all growth was a sickly yellow in color.
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Table IV.
Effect of increasing amounts of potassium alone and togsther with
a basal ration of line and phosphorus on dominance in
moss, white clover and bluegrao*.
: Pot : Muriate of : Muriate of ://3aeal
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ytfur» Ip,. Influence of increasing aaounte
of rauriate of potash on a eover of esoos, white
clover and bluegraee, Stote the leek of resooaee
to this treatawrrt.
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Ffour* 11. Comparison of sever in pots
receiving muriate of potash alone and that where
a basal ration of and acid phosphate was
used in addition to the muriate of ootash.
Conclusions from Preliminary Greenhouse Investigation of Hobert
Pasturs Soil,
1. Untreated, this toll it too acid or toxic to grow
white clover and bluegrass,
3. This unfavorable condition nay be remedied by the
use of line.
3, Gradually increasing the lino content brings about
a changing dominanoe ranging free acne through white clover to
bluegrass,
4, After thie aeid or toxic condition le corrected,
the luxuriance of growth depends upon the fertility of the soil*
5, Heavy applications of aeid phosphate, even without
lime and potassium, stimulate clover markedly for a short time*
Thereafter, the elover loses its vigor. This phenomenon seems to
indicate that the phosphorus exerts seme influence en the clover
outside that of a plant food,
6, Potassium alone ie not effective on thie soil during
the life of the experiment.
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b. FIELD INVESTIGATION ON HOBART PASTURE.
Procedure.
In order to investigate the r©artion of pasture cover to
fertiliser teeto under field conditions, two series of thirty plot*
each wore staked out on the Hobert pasture. Series B wee the dupli-
oete of A, Each plot was ten feet square. One series was loeated on
the westerly slope of the drualoid ridge, the ether on the top. During
the wesk of April 37, 1934, these plots were top dressed aeoording to
the outline in Table V. At this time the oover of the field wee be-
ginning to show eigne of growth* About a month later, after there
had been one or two good rains to work the fertiliser into the soil,
bluegrass and whits elever sssds wsrs scattered ewer the surfaos of
the mossy cover of plots 33 • 30 inclusive, series A and 3, The ssede
were not worked into the soil at ell. These plots, together with thoee
numbered B - 15, had received the medium applications of fertiliser.
Thue, by a comparison of the two groups, the influence of seeding could
be demonstrated.
Preliminary Results.
The first studies on the plote were made Juno 3, 1924, in
connection with the killing of the moss* Wherever the muriate of
potash had been used, even in low applications, the moos had turned
brown and apparently died* The aeld phosphate was effective to a much
smaller degree in bringing about this condition* There was no corre-
lation between the killing of the moss and ths uss of ground limestone*
The remainder of the growing esawon of 1934 was abnormally
dry* No further development was made on the Hobert area* Apparently
the eeediag in of bluegrass and whits clovsr had not been effective.
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Habit Y.
Treatment of plot* on iiobart Pasture
Figurea represent pounds per acre*
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(Table V continued en next page)
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Without doubt aceding should have been done oarlier in the year than
the first of June.
13m season of 1925 w» more favorable for the growth of
pastureo. Marked changes took plaee oa the treated plots during that
year* Accurate measurement of the extent to which eueceeeien had
taken plaee was impossible because the cove kept the treated plots
Closely graced. It was evident that* if this measurement was to be
made, the areas would have to be staked off and allowed to grow for
a math or two*
Svea under grated conditions eorae results were striking,
however* At laet seeding in of white clover chewed its effects* It
was dominant in those plots receiving the combination of three ele-
ments • calcium, potassium, and phosphorus - plus ssed* Similarly
treated plots without seed, however, contained no white clever* In
these, redtop predominated. Seeding plus ths use of either calcium,
potassium or phosphorus alone was relatively ineffective in bringing
in white clever* Where any two ef these were combined, some results
were obtained, but none comparable with the combination of all three*
These further points were worthy of note* The suppression
of the mess by ths muriate of potash and aeid phosphate noticed in
1924 was apparently only temporary* Ground limestone alone was rela-
tively ineffective in changing the plant oemauaity, Where potash
and acid phosphate were applied in combination, redtop established
itself as the dominant cover* This was lees noticeable where either
was used alone* The above observations were made on the plots that
did not receive seed*
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2. THE TILLSOM PASTURE.
In the spring of 1931 the Maeeaohusetts Experiment Station
began a serieB of fertiliser teste en an area hereafter known ae the
Tillson pasture. Thio was likewise of a drumlold topography, prob-
ably of glacial till origin, of about ths same texture ae the Hobart
pasture and about a alls distant from it. Ths area had previously
bssn a woodlot. Ths dominant cower to be noted between the etuaps
at ths beginning of ths experiment was running oinquefoil and hairy
oap moss. See figure 12.
Fertiliser, alone and in combination, was applied at ths
following rates. In ths ease of aold phosphate and muriate of potash
there were two ratee, one low and ens high.
Acid phosphate • 480 and 960 pounds psr acre.
ttirlate of potash - 80 and 160 pounds per aers.
Ground limestone - 2400 pounds per acre.
Following ths application of these materials ae a top drees*
ing, there was a gradual change in the character of the plant popula-
tion (figure 13} until in 1923 white clover established itself ae the
dominant growth. See figure 14. According to Director Haskell (22),
the muriate of potash was most effective in bringing about thio suc-
cession. Acid phosphate and ground limestone, used alone or together,
were relatively ineffective. Combinations of these with potash wsrs
markedly better than potash alone, however.
It is significant to note that during 1924 there was a gradual
change in dominance from whits clover to bluegrass. By the spring of
1925 thie succession was nearly complete. Very little white clover
was in evidence.
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Pigura 18» typical cover »a the Tillsoa
pa«tur* ba fera traatiaoa*. Hot© the abimdanaa
of running oirujuefoil.
44 -
figure 13* Photograph of tho identical
area ehewn in figure 12, taken one year after
treatmnt* Note gradual change in relative
abundance of white clover and running cinque foil.
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Figure 14. P holograph of the identical
area shown in figures 12 and 13, taken two years
after treatment. Si©to the complete dominance of
the white clever.
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An examination of -the area in the fall of 1925, however,
shoved that clover was again becoming prominent on the better
fertilised arena. Moreover, thie development was rathor olosely
aeseeiated with the applications of line wherever used in eon*
motion with plant food* The most effective treatment seemed to
be lime, potash and aoid phosphate. The lime plus potash plots
might be grouped second, and the lime plus aeid phosphate plots
third*
3* GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON PASTURE AREAS ABOUT AMHERST,
Several pasture areae in the vicinity of Amherst are com-
pletely cut up by mossy hummocks and cow paths* In seme casss, these
hummocks seem to be the remains of eld stumps, shrubs or bogs.
This suggestion was also advanced by Ouetafsen (30). In other oaees,
however, investigation of hummocks doee not discloss any trace ef
this former growth* The following hypothesis is suggeetsd to e*»
plain such instances* ikny new pastures, especially those that were
formerly wooded, are in a loose, soft condition due to the seourau*
letion ef leaf mold and to rest action* The ropeated walking cf
cows in definite paths has gradually compacted and lowered certain
ef these parts, and left others as elevations or hummocks* It is
significant to note that in time the cow paths become grassy* Many
of them even support a good growth of white clever* The hummocks,
however, remain in their former mossy state*
A similar phenomenon, though less marked, exists on the
treated plots of the Tilleon pasture. Around etumps, over old roots
and stones, there ie a cover ranging from nothing to mose, veeds
and wild graesss. Other areas, lower, more compact and free from
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these objects, support a good stand of whits clover and bluograss.
The following hypotheses ars advanced to account for
these mossy hummocks in pastures and leek of uniformity of cover
in the trsatsd plots*
la Ate to unfavorable texture, loeee structure and poor
capillary attraction, bluegrase and white elover are unable te
establish themselves en these areas.
2* These epete are ths remains of decayed etumpe, limbs
or rests* Certain toxic materials are present which are inimical
te the growth of bluegraes and whits clover.
Of these two hypotheses, the former seems the more
plausible. It is no uncommon experience te note a change in eever
even after teams have been driven across messy pastures. In time
the eld wheel tracks grow up to grass and occasional plants ef
white clever* though the ether parte of the fielde remain unchanged*
Evidently the physical condition of a soil exerte an important in*
fluenee in determining the plant community*
This further point is worthy of consideration, though it
is net directly tied up with pastures* Under the drip of the eavee,
or where the gutters depeeit the drainage frem roofs, hairy cap mess
frequently displaces the bluegrase and white elover of the lawn.
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K. DBVKLOMKNT OF TORKISG HYPOTHESIS.
From a review of the literature and a study of the pre-
liminary investigations on paeture coyer, the following hypotheeie
was developed to account for the deterioration and rejuvenation of
paeture areas.
1* Que to aoidity per se or toxicity accompanying acidity,
certain soils gradually develop a condition inimical to the growth
of white clover and bluegrass. This situation is aggravated by the
gradual loss of >lant food due to continuous grating* In such cases,
noes and running cinquefoil usually replace the desirable cover. If
this unfavorable acidity is corrected, however, white clover and blue-
grass will again become dominant provided plant food is present in
sufficient amounts to produce vigorous growth.
2. On a particular soil, any one or any combination of theee
above eentioned factors may determine the succession. Moreover, all
soils vary in the extent te which any one of these factors may be
limiting*
3* Certain physical factors, such as the texture or structure
of the soil, may operate to check succcesion, even after the chemical
requirements are satisfied*
4* Kven with all ether conditions ideal, a lack of seed or
subordinate white clover and bluegrass plants or unfavorabls wsather
may teaks the succession vsry slow.
5* Sueeesoion in pasture cover is a product of all the abovs
mentioned factors* On any soil, one or several of these may bs
limiting*
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T, ELABORATION AND TS3TIHO OF THS HYPOTHESIS.
The fallowing section summarizes the data collected In
th* attempt to prove or disprove the several points established in
the working hypothesis*
Discussion of Chemical Methods*
A brief discussion of the chemical methods employed in
obtaining the data will be in order. The pheael-dl-eulphonio aeld
method, described in % 8. Bureau of Soils Bulletin 31, was ussd in
the nitrate determination* The Jones calcium acetate test was e?»
ployed for the determination of lime requirement* The results are
expressed en the basis of oven dry soil* Soluble aluminum was deter*
mined by the Burgess method (7)* The measurement of hydrogen*ion
concentration was more of a problem* The method suggestsd by Wherry
(35) wae firet tried* This was not particularly satisfactory* Accord-
ing to the experience of the Fertiliser Control Laboratory, the hy-
drogen-ion concentration of seme of these soils could not be accurate-
ly measured by the potentiometer* Therefore, that method was abandoned.
As a last resort, the double wedge comparator was ussd* The solution
was made up at the rate of one part of soil to ton of water* The soils
came within the range of Brem creed green* Some objections have been
raised against this indicator. For example, it gives a reading higher
than that obtained when Chlor phenol red is ussd* It was felt that
it would give the relative hydrogen-ion concent ration of these soils
rather accurately, however*
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1. THE ROLE OF ACIDITY AMD PLANT FOOD IN THE PHENOMENON OF
PASTURE SUCCESSION,
The logical place to study the influence of acidity and
plant food on pasture succession would be in the pasture. There are
severed drawbacks to such a study, however. Certain areas stake ab-
normal growth due to the droppinge of animals. If the season happens
to be Tery dry, experiments are slowed up by almost a year. Often
ehemical effects do net ehow for a long time en account of unfavorable
weather. Moreover, the cloee grating by eowe makee it hard to read
changes,
Theee undesirable conditions can be largely controlled in
the greenhouse, A difficulty arises, however, in attempting to
make
certain ether greenhouse factors comparable to those in the field.
For
example, the attempt to grew moss from fragments of roots placed
in
pots was not particularly successful. The moss came up vary well
but
did not make a favorable growth. Again, the procedure
of thoroughly
mixing fertilizers with the soil in the greenhouse and then
seeding
to bluegrass and white clover was the very method that
could not be
practiced on the coil types under consideration, After
soms experiment-
ing it was found that both of those objections could be overcome,
how-
ever, by taking up undisturbed sods in the field and
transferring them
te three gallon crocks.
Preparation of Sods for Oreenhouss.
A messy area wae selected on the Hobart pasture.
Especial
care wae exercised te have conditions uniform
by choosing a spot where
there were no droppings from animals. No
attempt wae made to disturb
this area until there had been several hard
fall frets to check fur-
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ther development. By October 21, 1925, all growth in the field hod
eeased. On that date, moss sods were taken up and placed in three
gallon eroeke. The sees roots were so dense that it was passible
to out out a column of Just the correct else and transfer it to a
erook without disturbing the structure of the soil in the least.
Greenhouse Treatment of Sods.
Sixteen crocks were filled in the manner previouely de-
scribed. They were taken to the greenhouse and prepared for top-
dressing. The mosey cushion, which was about two inches high, was
out off clese to the ground. After this was removed, the surface of
the soil was loosened a little by scraping with a small weeder. The
sods were then allowed to stand until new growth began to appear.
By Noveafcer 6» new shoot s were just breaking through the ground* That
date the sods were top-dressed according to the plan outlined in
Table VI, Again they were allowed to stand about two weeks. Then
white clover awl bluegrass eeed were scattered over the surface of
the crocks and gently raked into the soil. The germination of the
•esd was good in all eases. White dovsr, bluegrass and moss started
Off en equal terms on most of the sods. On those where muriate of
potash had been applied, there was a temporary suppression of the
moss, however* Acid phosphate produced this condition to only a
negligible extent. It will be recalled that similar observations
were made in the field
Results After Four tenths' tirowth.
Photographs of this series were token March 17. See
figure 19* The air dried weight of white clover and bluegrass was
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recorded wherever there had been a measurable growth. See Table VI.
TABUS VI.
Outline ef treatment of seds from Hobart pasture.
All pots in duplicate.
: Pot : Treatment
: Number :
• *
: Que. per l Lbs. per : Average yield in
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* i :.?*mr.*.wmrw
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ffymra, A^f. Influence of various treatments
on relative growth of white clover and bluegraee
on sods taken trau Hefcart Pasture*
M m
A brief description tf the soda will clarify th« reeults.
That in erock 1 wi a baautiful messy cushion about two inehaa high.
Saa figurs 16. Upon pushing aside tha bom, the smell white clover
and blusgrass pi ante oould be seen* They ware yellow, burned and
soraplatsly deaiinated by the mess. Datenainatione mads an a sample
drawn from tha upper six iaehes of this sad showed that the soil had
a hydrogen-ion concentration of 4.5 and a lime requirement of 1892
pounds of ealeium oxide par aera.
The white slaver and bluegrass en sad 2 whieh had received
tha isuriata of potash were a little more prominent than on tha check.
Sea figura 16. This was not dus to a batter growth, however, for
tha plants ware yellow and siekly. Rather, it was en account of the
poor development of the moos whieh bad been temporarily suppressed by
tha fertilizer, New mess shoots wsre eoulng en rapidly so that it
would be only a question of time before the desirable vegetation en
this crock would be subdued by ths undesirable.
Sad 4, whieh had received the aeid phosphate, was very aueh
like the shock. Sea figure 16. The white elover and bluegrass ware
completely choked out by the moss.
Of the four sods shewn in figure 16, number S, which had
received the ground limestone, was by far the best. Not only were the
whits clover and bluegrass of a good healthful color, but also both
had made seme growth. The moss, likewise, was very vigorous. It
really looked more healthy than en the shack. Tests en ths upper six
inches of this soil showed a hydrogen ion concentration of pH 4.8 and
a lime requirement of 2245 pounds of GaO per acrs. Obviously, the moss
was not injursd by the chemical changes frei > sed 1 to sad 3. Evidently
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A
¥im?9 3.6* Change in cover on aode 1-4
shown in figure 15* Photograph taken after four
aonthe of growth in the ^eenhouee*
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the dominant, of white elover and bluegraee over moee is determined
by a desirable pH value far the former rather than by an undeeirable
on. far tha latter. It should be sated further that although the
white «lov«r and blu.gra.ee were healthy, tha total growth waa law -
•my |«| grama far tha erock. It la doubtful if auffieiant growth
eauld ever ba made under these condition, to choke out the most.
Striking reeulte ware obtained whan the ground limestone
waa combined with aeid phosphate* Saa aod 5, figure 17, Tha daairable
cover wae absolutely dominant. By pushing aside ths white elover a
faw deeply buried nose plants aauld ba seen. Host ef thea had died,
however*
the combination of ground limestone and muriate of potash on
Sad 6 shewed similar results although to a less degree. See figures 15
and 17, Evidently potassium was net as effective a. phosphorus on this
soil.
Had 7, vhiah had reaeived acid phosphate and muriate of
potash, was very much like sod 2. The moss had boon suppressed. Tha
white elover and bluegrass had made practically no growth. The tell-
tale signs af unfavorable acidity, tha burned tips of the bluegrass
•ad ths yellowed leaves of the elover, indicated clearly that the
limiting factor on theee soda was hydrogen ion concentration,
By far the best growth was made where ground limestone, aeid
phosphate and muriate ef potash ware all applied. See figure 17, sod 8.
a total of 9*2 grams a f dry hay waa harvested. The desirable eovsr,
whits clevsr and bluegrass, had obtained unquestioned possession of the
field.
- 5? -
i
Fiauro 1$+ Change ia cover on oede 5-8
shewn in figure 16. Photograph taken after four
nonthe ef growth in the greenhouse.
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Conelueiona from the Study of the Hobart Bode.
1. Succession from mo„ to whito clover and bluegraes
M tHi
"
"U 18 th
* ^* •< acidity and plant food.
8. Tho unfavorable hydrogen-i.n concentration must be
•erreeted before succession can take place.
3. After thie i. corrected, plant food ouot be added
to insure dominance*
4. Pheephoruo i. more effective than potassium, although
both are really needed.
5. fee. i, „ot checked in any way by the application of
ground limestone.
«. The above noted points support section 1 of the working
hypothesis.
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* VARIAT20M 0F » LIMITING OWWUt, FACTORS
IN DIPFEREHT SOILS.
°hl" **» "><*•<•• "-mag «.„..t.„ i.
questions arise, therefore.
a. Be theee factor. accompany tae anetw# op ^
a first b. luting en one
.oil. a second en another, a third on
still another!
b. I. there mm way of measuring these factor.
cheraioally 80 that ** mmmm *.vu* of 8UCe...iea ^
*
diagnosed on the basis of chemical tests?
***** **** **re
*tudy. one was taken fro.
the pasture in Great Barrington where Abbott (l) obtained ouch re-
mmmm result, by top-dr..sing with acid phosphate. This
.oil
mm a giBCial till, derived partly fro, intone e«d eiassified
by the U. 3. Bureau of Soil, as belonging to the Dower eerie..
So. figure 1. a ...o„d soil was taken Just to the west of the ex-
perimental plot, en th. Tilleon pa.tur.. A third was selected froa
the Hobart pasture. A comparison of the percentage expression of
th. texture of these .oils my be obtained from the accompanying
Table VII. it will be noted that they all fall into th. fin. sandy
Um class. The .oil from Great Barrington approach., a loam,
however.
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2W>1« VII.
Stohanical Analy.io of Soil. Studlod in Groonhouw.
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Plan of the Investigation.
The investigat ion was outlined to study the influence of
gradually stepping up the lime supply on these several soils. In
ell oases it was hoped that a point might he reached where white
Clover and blusgrass would not show eigne of unfavorable acidity.
Furthermore, it was hoped that Such a point might be measured by a
determination of hydrogen*ion concentration and lime requirement*
Such determinations, in turn, might show whether or not this point,
on one side of which white clover and blusgrass would make a normal
development, on the other side sub*normal, was constant for the
several soils* In addition, the series were arranged so that the
influence of plant food in the forms of aoid phosphate and muriate
of potash might be studied with and without lime. Lack of greenhouss
spaos prevented a detailed study of those elements separately. Nor
was it possible to use sods as in the oase of the previous study of
the Hobart pasture. Instead, the soils were worked over as in the
preliminary greenhouse studies. The fertilisers were thoroughly
mixed with the soils. Ail were seeded to white clover and bluegrsss.
Although such a procedure wae net comparable to that in the field,
it wae hoped that the plants would be the Indicators of soil conditions.
The arrangement of eaoh series may be obtained from Tablee VIII, IX,
and XI. All pote were run in duplicate*
a. Results on Grsat Harrington Soil.
This soil, untreated, had a pH of 4.9 and a lime require-
ment of 2245 poundsof CnO per acre. See Table VIII. The white clover
and bluegraee on the check pot gave no indications of unfavorable
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Table VIII.
Detailed Study of Great Berriogton Soil.
: 2 : Tr*atMent : a»«.P<«-: Lbe.per: pH llim R«q. : Air dry wt. of •
|
JfH .i..??r?..i 2i&$!.§!U~§*&.*«) i
J
: : : :(per acre)
:
.
:
: 1 :
: 4.9 : 2345 : o.32 :
5 2 I Air Waked Lime
, 1,0 \ 666 j 5.05! mm* \ 0.51
\
******* * ......«.*....,..* • ; B J
" is*
: 3 : Air Slaked Lim« . 2.0 j 1332 • 5. 3
;
(•••••••••to*,
s
:
j 4 : Air Slaked Line 3.0 ] 8000 :
* 5.3 I
mmm . 0.48
:
>••••••••*$«••«•«•••,,,..,,,,;
( :
: o.5l
: 5 :a. Acid Phoephate ] 3.0 \ 2000 t * * t !
* i i
***,'" •••••••••• *«•••••••«••••««*... i ;
* •
• « j * •
: 6 :a, Aeid Phoephate
: 3.0 : 2000 • *
;b. fciuriate of Potaeh ; 0.75 j 330 '< 5.2 ! * 85 I
* 1 ; j . . ,
'
: 7 * Acid Phoephate j 3.0 : 2000 • 4.9 : - \ 6.48
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acidity. This observation is further supported by the fast that pots 2,
3 and 4, which had reoeivod gradually increasing amounts of air slaked
line, shoved no improvement over the cheek* See figure 18* A study of
pots 5, 6 and 7 is instructive* Pot & received acid phesphats and
muriate of potaeh; pot 6, acid phosphate, muriate of potash and air
slaked lime; pet 7, acid phosphate alone* Iron a study of figure 18
and table VIII, it may be observed that there was practically no dif-
ference in growth between the three pots* Thus it would seem that an
application of phosphorus to this soil was as effective as phosphorus,
potassium and calcium in combination* It should be noted further that
any one of the last three pots produced very much more growth than any
of those receiving lime alone*
Conclusions from Study of Croat Barrington
Soil*
1. Lime is not a limiting factor on this soil* White clover
and bluegrass will do well under the hydrogen*ion concentration and
lime requirement found for the check pot*
2* Phosphorus is the limiting factor on this soil* Apparently
it is the only limiting factor*
b* Results on Hobart Soil*
Tills soil, untreated, had a pH of 4*5 and a lime requirement
of 3594 pounds of CaO per acre* See table IX, The white clover and
bluegrass on the cheek pot came up but made no further growth* At the
time of harvesting, thers was nothing to harvest* All indications
were that the soil wae too acid to permit ths development of the plants*
Passing from pot 1 up through 5, howsver, there was a gradual improve-
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foW.*. influsne* of various treatraewfcs
«» growth of white clover and bluegrass on soil
dm the Groat uwrington posture.
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Tmble IX.
Detailed Study of Hobort Pasture Soil.
:Pot : 'iVeetaent ; Oms. perlLbs. per: pli :Lime Req. ;Air dry :Sol.Aiu-:Sol. Iron V
: ifo.
:
: :
pot lbs. of CaO: wt, of |i
per acre :crop.gma; P.P.;*
P.P.ii, :
: :
: :
: 1 : 4.5 1114 146
:
2 J Air Slaked Lime 4.55
4.65
3293
KM
:
: 0.12
:
3 ;Air Slaked Lime
3
1332
2000
:
• 0.71
:
:Air Slaked Lime
,<:•«..
4.75
4.65
2395
2096
:
: 1.06
:
5 tAir Slaked Lime
.*««4
2664
:
: 1.81 1128
1025
42
:
6 :Aoid Phosphate
:
14 9324 4.5
:
: 3.02
:
159
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merit in the vegetation. See figure 19, Thie wee correlated with
the gradual increase in lime. The growth in pot 5 showed no eigne
of burning and yellowing. Thus it was concluded that by the applica-
tion of air slaked lime at the rate of 2664 pounds per acre, the
conditions unfavorable to clover and bluegrass had been overcome.
Thie had been accomplished by reducing the pH to 4.85 and the lime
requirement to 2096 pounds of CaO.
A Consideration of Toxicity.
Ever since the preliminary experiments, the question had
remained unsettled as to whether the lack of growth on this Hobart
soil was due to aoidity per se or to toxicity. The series was ar-
ranged to consider this point. Pot 6 was given an abnormally heavy
application of acid phosphate * 9324 pounds per acre. The response
of the white clover and bluegrass to this was marked. By the end of
the first month, pot 6 was the best looking one in the greenhouse.
Shortly after that date, however, the growth began to turn yellow.
By the tiice the photographs were taken, it wan very sickly. Evidently
stimulation had been only temporary.
Samples of soil were drawn from pots 1, 5 and 6 at the time
the vegetation on 6 was at its best. A determination of nitrates
showed a marked decrease from pot 1 to 6. See table X. This decrease
was correlated with the increase in growth. This showed that the lack
of development in pot 1 was not due to a lack of nitrification. The
accumulation of nitrates in that pot was probably to be accounted for
by the lack of development of the white clover and bluegrass. The
air slaked lime had lowered the hydrogen-ion concentration and lime
requirement, but the acid phosphate had not changed these. The tests
Flgur* 19. Influence ef varleuo treatment*
en tjrowth of white clever and bluegraee en eeil
frew Heeart pasture.
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Table X.
Study of Acidity and Toxicity on Hobart Pasture Soil*
iPot,
::*»•
•
t Treatment Gas. per : i,bo.por
:
pot : aero
e
I
flitrateo : pH :Liae Hoq. •';
.
P.P.fi. : :Lbo,CaO j
: j per aero'
Ool.Al. J
P.P.H. 1
Sol. re.:
P.P.M. I
i
1
: 1 »«••«»«»
•
> e
! f 3i | | l
! 155.83 :4.5 : 3594 i ! 1114 •
|
I
146 :
*
; 9
: : :
(Air Slaked Lime : 4 : 3664
i t :
l 89.23 :4.85: 3096 ! 1138 : 42 i
:
: 6
!
' i i 1
:Aeid Phoeph&te : 14 : 9334
l : :
I » e
! 19.78 :4.5 : 3667
1 * •
» * •
I 1035 159 !
§ Toots tor soluble alusdnua and iron nade by Mr. H, D. Haekine
of the Experiment Nation.
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for soluble aluminum and iron were made by Kr. H. D, Maskino of the
Experiment Station. The method wee that suggested by Burgees (7).
This gave the aluminum and iron soluble in 0*5 normal acetic acid.
The reeulte were high for soluble aluminum. Contrary to expectations,
there was not a significant difference between pots. This may have
been due to the low application of acid phosphate. Burgess (8) had
used as high as 27. S tons per aere to reduce the soluble aluminum from
820 • 697 P. P.&S. In his experiment, 1000 pounds of CaO had reduced
it free 820 # 645 P.P.tf. However that may be, the results from these
few teste of the Hobart soil were not conclusive enough to warrant the
statement that ths difference in growth in pots 1. 5 and 6 was due to
a precipitation ef soluble iron and aluminum.
As has been previously stated, the color ef the vegetation
on pot 5 gave no indications of an unhealthy condition. The yield was
lew, however. Without doubt, plant nutrients were a second limiting
factor. The effect of adding phosphorus and potassium compounds to
thie soil in addition to the lime may be observed from figure 7. Phos-
phorus is probably more effective than potassium. Compare figures 9
and 10. These observations eorrslats well with those on the liobart
sods.
Conclusions from Study of Hobart Soil.
1. Beth acidity and leek ef plant nutrients are limiting
factors en this soil.
2. Aeldity eeases to be harmful after the pH ie raised to
4,85 and the lime requirement lowered te 2096 lbs. CaO nor sore.
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3* Sufficient evidence was not collected to prove that
the condition inimical to the growth of white clever end bluegraee
was due to eoluble aluminum and iron rather than acidity, although
the eoluble aluminum in thie soil was very high*
4, Both phosphorus and potassium are needed* Phosphorus
is more effective than potassium*
8* Results on the Tilleon Soil.
This soil, untreated, had a pH of 4*6 and a liiac require-
ment of 5539 pounds of CaO per acre* See table XI* The hydrogen*
ion concentration was a little less and the lime requirement greater
than on the tfeoart soil* under those conditions* the cheek pot pre*
duces* 3*75 grams of air dried crop* See figure 30* That is to Say,
with a lime requirement of 5639 pounds of CaO per acre, this soil
produced a far better growth than did the Heb&rt soil with one of
only 3394* The vegetation on the cheek pot was not particularly
sealthy, however* There wae the typical yellowing that suggested
unfavorable acidity* Pot 2, with the email application of air slaksd
lime, was much better* From that point on* further applications of
lime did not produce a noticeable change* Pet 5, with only acid
phosphate and muriate of potash, also showed signs of unfavorable
acidity, although considerable growth was made* Pet 6, which re-
ceived acid phosphate, muriate of potash and air slaked lime, was
by far the best*
Thie eoil responded liks ths Hobart soil but to a much
less degree* It had also been collected from a mossy area* After
Table XX,
Detailed Study of Tillsoa Soil.
: Pot ; Treatment :Gme.per!
:No« : : pot j
Lbs. per:
acre :
oil Lime fteq. : Air dry «t« ef :
Lbs. of CaO per: crop. gme. :
: : : i
: i | ;
J 1 l mm—ma * -«•«. \ 4.6 :
:
t :
1 5539 : 3.75 i
: : : :
j 3 : Air Slaked Line : 1 686 ; 4.7
e •
; 5340 • 4.75 :
3 ! 1
I 3 : Air Slaked him : 2 : 1333 ; 4.7
: : :
i 4790 : 5.31 :
t £ t
« • « : :
: 4 : Air Slaked him ; 3 : 2000 • 4.75 : 5.19 :
i i :
Z 5 :a« Aeid Phosphate • 3
: :b. Muriate of Fetaeh* ,75
!
3000
|
330
1 4.6
: : :
:
-—
: 4.81 :
: : :
* «
: 6 i a, Acid Phosphate ; 3
: :b.Uurlate ef Potash: .75
: :e«Air Slaked him ; 3
: : :
! 2000
I 330
{ 2000
: 4.7
: : :
: : :
: : 7.66 :
: : :
: : :
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flfoflffff &b XAflucnet of various treateonto
o» growth of whito olover and bluegress- on ooil
froB Tilloon paeturo.
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the experiment was eesseleted, it was learned that this area had prob-
ably been included in a fi«ld that had bean top-dressed in 1923 with
either aeid pheephate, nuriete of potash or both. That would account
for the growth made en the cheek pet. »vidently thie top-dreeelng
without Um had net been successful in bringing about a succession,
however. At firet it eeeraed discouraging to find that thie eoil had
possibly had previous fertiliser treetatent. A liability became an
aseet, however, for out of the experiment carjo the suggestion that en
a eoil with sonic plant food present white clover and bluegrass nay uake
a healthful growth with a much higher lirae require! *nt and greater hy-
drogen-ion concentration than on a sail of low fortuity*
Conclusions from Study of Tilleon Soil.
1. Acidity is a limiting faeter on this soil. To a certain
sumll extent, plant food is limiting also.
f. This soil is laere fertile than that from the : Sobart
oasture. Due to this fertility, white clover and bluegrass make a
nonaal growth under raore aeid conditions than on the liobart soil.
d. Conclusions from Study of Variation in Soils.
Without doubt, every pasture is a problem in itself. Ihe
chemical factors liiaiting succession occur in different cotsbinatiene on
different soils. Harked results might be obtained ea the Great Harring-
ton pasture by the use of acid phosphate. Olanket recoiaaendatione eeuld
not be made en the basis of the etudy of that field, however, for if they
ehould be applied to the treatment of the ftobart pasture, results would
be negligible. On tho other hand, a recocaaondution for the uee of lime
based on a study of the Hobart field would be valueleee if carried out
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on the Great Harrington pasture, Evidently section a of the hypothesis,
which eflaunted that all Cotie very In the extent to which any one of the
chemical factore may be limiting and also in the combination in which
they occur* ie sound*
This situation would not be discouraging, however* if it
were possible to measure those chemical factors in terms of plant growth
and make reeo&Kiendatione accordingly* Table XII gives data to show to
what extent there is a correlation between growth and measurements of
acidity* This table gives a summary of several untreated noil a con-
sidered in the greenhouse* The first three have been discussed* The
last two will be taken up in the section on physical factors* Evidently
there is no correlation between the growth of white clover and bluegrass
end the lime requirement. The Hobart soil with a line requirement of
3594 pounds gave no growth* v.hlle a clover path with one of 9BUI pounds
gave good growth* Perhaps this eeraoerisoa ie unfair* ho*over, because
the Ilobart is a mineral soil while the clover path ie an organic* Never-
theless, a comparison of the Hobart and Tillson soils* both mineral*
shows a similar situation, although to a lees degree*
The determination of the hydrogen*ion concentration holds
more premise than that of line requirement* It is doubtful if a con-
stant can be established, however* for the harmful effects of acidity
will vary with the fortuity of the eoll*
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Table XII.
Cesjjmrison of Various Untreated Seile Btudied in Greenhouse.
: Nature of Soil : Lime Requirement
5 Lba. of CaO per aero
: Air Dry wt. :
: ttobart Pasture j 4.5
1 3594 t Trace •
: Tilinon Pasture : 4.6
1 5539 3.7S i
i Or*. Oarrin^tcm
j
: Pasture • 4*9 1 3345
: .33 i
i Clover Path • 4.7 j 9881 1 3.70 !
3.3 j
•«••«••**••••*••.•••••.•{
» *'«B8y HufflCiOOk ;
•••*••<
4.6 9731
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3. tir rklatxoh of physical factors to succession
or pastures.
From observations on hummocks sad paths in pastures and
from the look of uniformity in ths cover of slots treated alike, it
sight be deduced that certain physical factors rather than elieiaicel
were exerting a dominant influence on succession.
a* Comparison of Different Areas la Treated
Tlllson plots.
If it were a physical rather than chemical factor that was
causing this difference, soil taken from field areas treated alike
but supporting different types of vegetation ought to give a uniform
growth of hluegrass and whits clover if subjected to a treatment in
the greenhouse whereby physical factors wsre made constant.
Two plots from the treated area of the Tlllson Pasture
were selected for a study of this question. The field treatment of
these had been as follows:
Plot Ho. Acid Phosphate Muriate of Potash
lbs. psr acre lbs. per acre.
30 480 30
31 960 160
In addition to the above materials, each plot had received on one
half of Its area ground limestone at the rate of 3400 pounds per acre.
Soil was selected from several spots in the lined half of
these plots* In one ease, it was taken from ever stones and roots
where wild grasses predominated. In another instance, it was removed
from around decaying stumps where there was some dead moss and a fsw
weeds, Will another sample was drawn in spots where there was a
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good stun* of white elover. Thcee various soils were taken to the
greenhouse. There they were carefully worked ever until the etruc*
ture was uniform in all oases. Duplicate one gallon oroeke were
then filled with each eassple. All were seeded to bauegraes and white
elover en October 34.
aeeults of Study ef Treated Tilison Plate.
Phetegraph* were taken ef the pete en January 17. See
figure 31. The crop ef eaefa was harvested and the air dry weights
recorded. See table XIII. Good growth had been obtained in all
eases. That en the soil from plot 31 was a little heavier than from
plot 30. as might have been expected.
ChOKieally, there was not a great deal of difference between
these areas. Detertainations for nitrates did not shew significant
differences. They were low in all eases. Evidently nitrates were
being utHired by the rapidly growing crop as fast as thsy ware pro-
duced. There was very little difference in the pH values. The 11m
requirement was lower on plot 30 than en 31 but w&e rather uniform
for each plot. In view ef the uniformity of growth in the several
pete and the slight variation in these soils chemically, certain eon*
elusions eeuld be drawn to account for the difference in the cover of
the several areas under consideration.
Conclusions from the Study ef Treated Tilison
Plots.
1. fcreia the chemical viewpoint, all areae en plots 30 and
31 are potentially capable ef growing geed white clover and bluegraee*
3. Therefore, lack ef uniformity la the cover ef thess
areae is evidently a physical phenomenon.
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3. If this assumption be tru«„ it supports section 3
of the hypothesis.
- <n
Fjlfflm ffl. Growth of white elover and
bluegraes on ooil taken from areas of different
cover in the treated plots of the Tillton pasture*
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Table XIII.
Ceapurlson of Areas of Different Cover on Treated
Plots of Tilleon Pasture.
:Pot : Character of S nitrates i pK : Lime req. JAir dry crop:Air try Crap
• ko. : .Area J P. P. 24. : sLbs.CaO per acre;Oms. Jan. 17!Gas. kar.15.
•••*•••#*•••••.•••••«.••••<•••••«•••••••*•*•*••••»•••••••••••••***•••••*••*•••••••
: : 111 : I f
: : I f I 1 tl
? : 1 :Loose, stony area : 3. 21 : 4.8: 3994 I 4*21 5 5.07 2
L #, »»•••»•••»•*•••»*. 4. •••i* *..••. •»••••••»<•• •••••*•••»•••• *..*....(
0 : : : : : : : i
T $ a 1 Stus^ area t 1.99 ; 4*9: 1646 : 3.64 I 4*90 :
»...« •*•»•••••••. ••»»..£•« ••••«••••••«• ............ ••••••••••
t i l l : ti
3 0:3 } Clever area I 4,02 :4.85: 2694 : 3.09 ; 4.89 :
>•«•«••• •••«.*•..••»... 4. .••»••••«»•••• .4. •••..»».. ..5.. *••..••«
4
:: i t * • •*
«• • • • * « •••«*••**. ••••••i«»«*».».«.4»»»»t»««.«««««o«»».**4«»«»»«. ««•••••*••••»••••:
: : : 1 J 1 . I
: : : : : 1 I
? : 4 :Loose, stony area: 2*29 : 4*6: 3B92 : 5.55 : 7.82 :
L 4. •••••••••*••.•»..•». 4..»..*..».4..«. 4. •••••••••••.••••»»••••••••••••••• »••»•••:
0 : : III : - :
T : 5 : Stttiao area : 0,97 : 4*8: 3817 : 6.01 : 7.8» :
• • •••*••••«•.*.•*.. ... .4*. ••**•*. .4. ...I.. •••••»••••••••••• • *
• * t
"
I I »
a 1 : 6 : Clover area : 3.36 : 4.8: 3892 : 3.90 : 4.34
• it! : : :
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Dominance in Case of v,nite Clover and Bluegrass.
On© noteworthy point doveloped at the above described ox*
i>erisent progressed, "ots 3 and 6, with the eoil from the clover
•pete, produced a n»re vigercue growth of bluegraeo and leee vigorous
white clover than the othero. Although the differeneee were not
striking at thie tiise, they were Juet sharp enough to euggest the
hypothesis advanced by several investigators but never carefully
laeasured; namely, that there is a succession in pastures ranging
frota white elever to bluegrass. The eauee given for thie wae that
the accumulation of nitrogen by the legum fostered the detainanee
of the nitrogen loving grass.
With the hopes of getting a clue to the situation noted
above, determination* were made for nitrates. Bee table XI11. The
results were low and rather uniform for all pete. Thie wight have
been expected in light of the vigorous growth being made. The ob-
jection to these detere&natione was that they did not measure the
nitrates being used by the vegetation of the several pete. That ia,
they did not ehow whether or not nitrates were being produced laore
rapidly in pots 3 and 6 than in the others.
Attest to Produce Artificial Succession.
This ether approaeh to the problem suggestsd itself, how-
ever. If the more vigorous growth of bluegraee on the eoil from the
clover areas was duo to a nitrogen accumulation by the legume, it
would seem that application of nitrates in gradually increasing
amounts en pete 1*6 ought to bring about a gradual succession fren
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•hit* clever t0 MlMlgPaM# lR ordsr ^ atte?apt ^ ywify thi9 ^
"UCti8n
*
a **lutUtt ef we, e** up by di.eolving
•ight gram, of nitrate of eeda i„ * uter of distilled water. Thi.
«• applied to the pete at the rate .how in table XIV.
It ebouid be noted that by February 2 pet 6 had received
™ aP9li°fttl0n *• P«unde of nitrate ef eed. per acre.
If applied ae on. treataent. thie would have been euffioient to eauee
plasraolyele. The vegetate was allowed te grew a eee.nd tin. ««tu
March 15 when it was again harvested and the air dry weight r.ecrded.
^ table XIII. The eheraeter of the growth in the eeveral pot. had
»t change Apparently the epplieaticn of nitratee had been without
reculte. The fndeney for pet. 3 and 6 te develop acre vigoroue
bluegra.e wa. mre pronounced, however, than it had been at the tiiae
the crop war first harvested.
Beginning mr*h 18, the applioatien of nitratee wa. r.eu^d
until AprU t. ae. tabl. XIV. % that tin* pot 6 wa. .bowing the
.ffeet. of an excess application, The othor five were in good con-
ditien. however. The growth w» trowed off April 1. and then allowed
to develop until my 1. On that date the general appearance ef pet.
I • 8 was rtailar te that en January IT. See figure 21. Pot 3 »a.
about half .lever and half bluegra... on the ether, clover wa.
dominant. Pot 6 had been eliminated by the exc.ee application of
nitrates.
Thu* th® attest te produce artificial eucceeeien by the use
of nitrate, was unsuccessful. The experiment had been running only
three aenths and a half. Possibly that was too short a tie* te pre-
dueo a chang*. At any rate, no data we* obtained to support the nitr-
gen hypetheei. for the desinence ef bluegra.. ever white clever.
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Table XIV.
Application of nitrate of soda volution in eubio centi-
watere to clover ana bluegraoe sod*.
iFot * January *
: Ma.: 17-80*33-37.31 i
February: tlarch : April ;
3 : 18-33.23-88: 1-8-9 :
lotal
,«,•.«.>,
•
a
•
a •
Total gme,
..Mr
•
»
B
fll
Bata Iboj
Der acre :
1
: 1
•
i
•
•
•
o-o-o-o-o
•
•
•
0
: : :
: 0 -0 -0 -0 J 0-0-0 ;
• a •
0
«
a
•
*
•
0
a
p
•
•
•
0
:
*
:
t 2
•
:
: 4-10 -10-10-10
•
•
10
• 5 •
: 10-10-10-10:10*1040:
a • *
134
t
•
«
*
#
• 99
•
•
0
660
•
•
•
•
•
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b. Contoarioon of decay ffcuaraoeke and Clover Putha.
In order to further investigate the relation of physical
factors to the lack of uniformity in cover, another series of sella
was collected from an untreated pasture on the Tilleon farm, fhii
area was one of the humnocks and r»«sthe fields previously described,
lite soil tae of the same general geological fornation as that of the
treated Tillaon plots* It was so high in organic matter, however,
that it eould almost he classified as a rauck. This uueky com!it ion
held for the surface only* Beneath was a mineral soils
Several spits were found on this field where the paths
were perfect white clover covers, whereas a foot away on the hum*
mocks there was nothing but hairy cap moss. 3m.pla e of soil were
collected from t;-*e pasture* They were prepared in the greenhouse
in the eaiae way as those from the treated Tillson plots* All pots
were set up in duplicate* See table XV*
Results of Investigation of liisaraoeks and Paths.
The bluegrass and white clover came up well in this series*
For setae unknown reason, both gradually died out of pot 2 and ite
duplicate* See figure 22* Thus, unfortunately, one clover path
was eliminated from the experiment. Growth was slow in all the other
pots* In no case was it eo:ap*ireble to thut on the treated Tillsen
soils. Compare figures 21 and 22* What growth there wao appeared
rather healthy, however* There were no indications of ths character-
istic yellowing of the elover and burning of the tips of the blue*
grace which go hand in hand with an unfavorable hydrogen-ion concen-
tration* Judging from the appearance of the plants, it was a lack
Table XV.
Comparison of 2.ioeey Huataocko and Clover Pathe.
:Pot
: Re.
•
•
• Character
: of area
*
•
:Nitratee
: p*p*u.
e
0
•
•
*
zLioa Require*
; sent. Lbs. CoO
• per acre
•
f
•
*
•
Air drv wrieUfc»*e> u< jf r/oAjjiie
in gine.
•
•
4
•
•
•
•
*
«
: 1
•
:
•
:i'os«y hutouoek
:
:
*
• 1,67
:
:
•
•
•
:
:
e
• 9731
•
•
: 2.3
e
•
1
:
*
:
: 2
•
0
0
: Clover path
•
•
• 485*75
»
I 4,65
:
• 5839
•
• 0.69
e
•
:
: 3
•
•
e
:l.ioBey huomoek
e
*
•
• 8*06
•
*
•
«
4*7
•
e
e
*
•>
8271
*
•
1
*
•
1.35
*
e
e
e
*
* • • i • • •
: 4 : Clover path : 222*32 : 4*7 : 9881 : 2*7 :
• • t • • *
• e * • • « *
: S :&oeey huraraeek : 3*34 : 4*65 : 10*370 : 1.02 ;
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fieuro 33. Growth of white clover and blusgrass
on soils toktn from iaossy huianooks and clovsr paths.
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of phosphorus and potassium that prevented a vigorous development.
Pot 4. a clever path, was ths bast of ths ssriss. Humber 1. from a
mossy hummock, *" * doss second. It might bs added that ths grovth
in thi
* Mpi#* «*• «»* ««i'ortt for all pots as had bssn ths sass on
ths soil frsm ths troatsd Tillaon plots.
Ths greenhouse soils from thsss hummocks and paths were
eesipared on ths basis of nitratas, hydregen-ien eventration and
lime requirement in order to ascertain if thsrs ware ehemioai dif-
fsrsnees. 3»l tabls XV, Evidently nitrification was vary much mors
rapid in ths soil from ths paths than in that from ths hummoeke. As
previously stated, growth was slow in all oases, if nitratss wars
bsing Produced rapidly, they should have accumulated in the soil from
the hummoeke Just as they did in that from ths paths. Thsrs was very
little difference in these soils froa the standpoint of hydrogen-ion
concentration. They were all strongly acid. Moreover, they all had
an abnormally high line requirement as is often the ease in soils of
high organic content. The lew reading for pot 2 is probably duo to
the feet that it was more of a mineral soil than any of the othere.
As can be sssn from figure 22, elovor grew en all of these
pots. It should bs noted that this grswth was mads in the fees of
slow nitrification, strongly acid conditions and an abnormally high
lime requirement.
Conclusions from the Study of Hummocks and Paths.
1. Nitrification is more rapid in the soil from the clover
paths than in that from the hummoeke.
2* From the viewpoint of hydrogen*ion concentration and
lims requirement, there ie not a great deal of difference between the
• Br, »
huuooeke and paths*
3* A» far ae determined, the chetaioal differences ia
these two types of arena are net sufficient te cause Boca en the
one and white clover en the ether*
4* Therefere, it eeemnj logical te conclude that the
differences in the caver of the paths and hurisocks are due te
physical factors, probably soil structure*
5* If this assumption be true, it supports section 3
of the hypothesis*
- 09 ~
4. immm- of amain oh succession in pa3Thrbs.
In ordor to iaeasure the influanoe of seeding on suseeesion,
the treated plots of series A on the Hobart Posture (eoo Table V)
were fenced off in the spring of 1986. The cover one allowed to
develop until June m when phetegraphe were taken and fine! reading*
node. A eonparioon of figures 83 and 34 showy the effect of scattering
white clover and blusgraos seed ever the eurfaee of pastures in which
theee may be absent. Although the plots sheen in these too photographs
have had identical fertiliser treatment calculated to mike then favor-
able for the growth of white elovor, doEinanoe of white clover was
determined not by eheadeal factors but by seeding. This demonstration
supports point four of the working hypothesis.
It should also be noted that there was a sloes correlation
botwoon fiold reoulto and tho ^roonhouno results on tho :; lobnrt aodo.
(See figure 15}, Plots 33*30 (Table V), on which the white clover
and bluegraoo seed had been scattered, gave results comparable to
those obtained in the greenhouse. This suggesto a possible nethod
for rapidly determining the limiting ebeadoal factors on pastures
provided it Is possible to get the sods to the greenhouse.
Free: the study of these field plots, it was obvious thet if
a combination of ground limestone, sold phosphate and muriate of
potash was applied, a change in cover would take place* If white
clover seed were scattered en the new.deninant would be white clover,
otherwise, It would be red top. In order to determine what quantities
would have to be applied to create favorable conditions, application?
were ends in three amounts, low, medium and high. (See Table V). The
low application, which ooanlsted of 1740 pounds of ground linaeteno,
~ JO
Plpuro 23. Plot 14 on the ffobart Pasture
wdoh rooalvod the madias application of ground
ltefflrtoiw, acid phoephat© and nurlate of potiuih
oatapnrod with plot 15 whleh una untreated. The
dominant cover on 14 mm rodtop while that on 13
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UmaJ&b not 39 on the Kftbart Pasture which
^joo:lvN tt* MNftin rwlleation of pftfcl HMNMfc
Mid phoaphoU and Muriate of petaoh plus white clover
and bluegreae weed compared with plat so which received
the soort but woo othcrwfei irifcroato ?!» rfaalnant
oever on 39 wa* white clever while thai on 30 waa aeaa.
435 pounds of sftld phosphate and 206 pounds of smrlat* of
potash, produced Utile change ia C(W>.# ^
h8ww
»
eoatlrting of 3480 pounde of ground Umetone, 1740
of acid phosphate and 316 pounds of norlate of potash,
ess ea offactive as tho high. :>om*mr* betvwon the low and
epplteatione, therefore, was the mawt of HRteriola
*wwwary to produce tho desired change la this particular
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0. GONCLUU1QNS FROIi ECOLOGICAL STUDY OF FA3TUI1R GOVKK.
1* Pasture succession from rases end cinque foil to whit*
clover and blusgrass it the product of several factors operating in
different degrees and combinations on different soils.
3* For the most part, these receive themeelvee into chemi-
cal and physical factors*
3* Among the chemical factors determining succession,
acidity and plant food, especially phosphorus and potassium, play
prominent roles, Nitrogen ie significant to a ninor extent*
4* Me method was developed for measuring these chemical
factors* Determination of lime requirement scene to bs of little
value as a guide to pasture treatment* Determination of the hydrogen-
ion concentration, en the ether hand* may indicate whether an applica-
tion of liiae will bs beneficial or not*
S* The 'nitrogen accumulation" hypothesis to account for
the succession from white clover to blusgrnas needs further verifica-
tion*
6* Among the physical factors, soil structure and texture
must bs taken into consideration*
7* with all chemical and physical factors favorable, the
rate of the eueeeeeien from moss to a desirable cover will depend upon
thw extent to which seeds or subordinate plants sf the desirable
varieties are present*
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H* RECOf^riDATIONS FOR PASTURE IMPROVEMENT.
1* Ho blanket rocosstssndations can be made fer the
treatment of taossy or weedy pastures*
2* In any event, however, the pasture should be con-
sidered from the standpoint of the character of the eoil and the
cover found en it*
3. If the eoil ie huaioocky, of coarse texture er loose
structure, unsatisfactory results any be obtained even if the area
is fertilised*
4* If the eoil is of proper texture and structure,
however, chemical treatment ought to bring about a favorable sue*
cession provided subordinate plants of the deeirable types are
present in the field* If they are absent, the succession ra&y be
epeeded up by scattering the eeed of these desirable types ever
the treated area*
5. The determination of the one er combination of choral-
col factors limiting succession will be difficult* It my be sue*
geeted that soile with a pH value around 4*& (area eroeol green
used as an indicator) will respond to listing* These with a pi! value
above S will not respond te this treatment. These two statements
ore based upon rather incomplete data* Plant food in the fore of
phosphorus and potassium will probably be required* On sous heavy
soile, phosphorus alone may be sufficient*
6* In the final analysis, the plant is probably the best
indicator of conditions. Results from treatment should bs studisd
on small experimental plots fer a year or two before the whale field
is treated*
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